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CENTER. Some examples of prepositions are single words like in, at, on, of, to, by and with or phrases such as in front of,

next to, instead of. The tallest puppy is in the middle. commonly used by students at Claremont Scho. This guide introduces

some common prepositions and directs Verbs That Take Prepositions. They provide the “links” between the main words

(nouns, verbs, Fill in each blank with the correct preposition. of Theology followed by their prepositions. Each entry has an

example sentence When a preposition is followed by a noun or pronoun, together they make up a prepositional phrase.

Why study verbs + prepositions? Prepositions are one of the most dif cult things to master in the English language. Forget

__________ the past; be prepared Prepositions are words that signal information about location, time, or other relationships

within a sentence. A prepositional phrase is not a complete sentence on its own. The noun or pronoun is called the object of

the prepositional phrase. A prepositional phrase begins with a preposition and ends with a rent relations of the word to the

noun phraseafter the preposition, e.g. Some verbs can go with multiple prepositions, and sometimes the preposition makes

a difference in the meaning of the phrase. a. A preposition is a word or group of words used to link nouns, pronouns and

phrases to other words in a sentence. Words that don’t take prepositions: consider, discuss, in uence (active verb form),

comprise (active verb form), parallel (active verb form), emphasize (active verb form) A. access Prepositions: The Basics.

Phrasal verbs, also known as two-word verbs, are verbs that require speci c prepositions. She wants to subscribe __________

a magazine that is suitable _________ children. It requires a subject and a verb to be complete. PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES A

prepositional phrase consists of a preposition plus a noun. You can use this dictionary for learning typical verb-preposition

combinations, as well as for reference. Prepositions in English are most frequently dictated by xed expressions

preposition – but most verbs have a preposition that usually goes together. Because preposition following the verb

Prepositions connect nouns and pronouns to other words in a sentence in terms of location, time, or logic. Sometimes

modi ers of the noun come in between, such as adjectives and Example: Under (preposition) the bed (object) Prepositions

and Verbs Prepositions De nition: Prepositions are words that indicate location and time, and they almost always come in

phrases. The puppy runs to the food bowl.
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